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Outline

• Why would you compare BSDF data from a real and a virtual 
goniophotometer? 

• How to simulate a goniophotometer with Radiance photon mapping? 
• How to compare high resolution BSDF data? 
• What are the results? 
• Outlook 
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Why would you compare BSDF data from a real and a virtual 
goniophotometer?

• Approve your models, quantify errors 
• Understand the (unexpected) results of your measurements 
• Find and quantify differences between design and production samples of 

optical components 
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Scanning goniophotometer PAB Advanced Technologies PG-2
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Image: PAB 
Advanced 
Technologies Ltd. 
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Implement a virtual goniophotometer with Radiance pmap:  
Illumination system

void light lampMat  
0  
0  
3 100000 100000 100000 

lampMat source lampObj  
0  
0  
4 0 0 1 .5 

void plastic baffleMat  
0  
0  
5 0 0 0 0 0 

baffleMat ring baffleObj  
0  
0  
8 0 0 1.1 0 0 1 0.035 1.5 

void antimatter photonMat 
1 void  
0  
0 

photonMat ring photonObj  
0  
0  
8 0 0 1.1 0 0 -1 0 0.035 
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Implement a virtual goniophotometer: 
Illumination system

• Works well for a collimated beam 
• Edge bias and half shadow is 

similar to falloff of the 
illumination system 

• Works less good for smaller 
beams 
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Implement a virtual goniophotometer with Radiance map: 
Sensor positions

[header] 
#datapoints_in_file 505907 
#format: theta phi DSF 
98.04440 59.79114 1.209e-03 
98.04304 59.77517 1.327e-03 
98.04214 59.75856 1.782e-03 
98.04059 59.74181 9.321e-04 
98.03952 59.72591 1.729e-03 
98.03831 59.71072 1.432e-03 
98.03691 59.69475 1.333e-03 
98.03551 59.67878 1.351e-03 
98.03429 59.66359 1.541e-03 
[…]
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Images a-c: PAB 
Advanced 
Technologies Ltd. 
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Implement a virtual goniophotometer with Radiance pmap:  
Sensor sphere
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1m

void antimatter photonMat  
1 void  
0  
0 

receiverMat bubble receiverObj  
0  
0  
4 0 0 0 1 
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Implement a virtual goniophotometer with Radiance pmap:  
Sample
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xform -ry $thetain -rz $phiin
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Implement a virtual goniophotometer with Radiance pmap:  
Sample
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Implement a virtual goniophotometer with Radiance pmap:  
mkpmap and rtrace
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mkpmap -apo photonMat -aps receiverMat -apg sample.gpm 8000000 sample.oct 

rtrace $rtrace_opts -ap 2000 -ab -1 sample.oct
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Implement a virtual goniophotometer with Radiance pmap:  
mkpmap and rtrace
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cat input_vectors.dat | \ 
rcalc -e '$1=$1; $2=$2; $3=$3; $4=-.1*$1; $5=-.1*$2; $6=-.1*$3' | \ 
rtrace $rtrace_opts $pmapstring sample.oct > $out.dat 

input_vector.dat = output pg2 

[header] 
#datapoints_in_file 505907 
#format: theta phi DSF 
98.04440 59.79114 1.209e-03 
98.04304 59.77517 1.327e-03 
98.04214 59.75856 1.782e-03 
98.04059 59.74181 9.321e-04 
98.03952 59.72591 1.729e-03 
98.03831 59.71072 1.432e-03 
98.03691 59.69475 1.333e-03 
[…]
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Implement a virtual goniophotometer with Radiance pmap:  
Results
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ɸs= 0°

ɸs= 180°

θs= 90°

θs= 270°

S2τ

S1τ

DSF = 0-100
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Implement a virtual goniophotometer with Radiance pmap:  
Results
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How to compare high resolution BSDF data: 
Global and local accordance

15
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more appropriate measure to describe the scattering characteristics of a measured sample, and chosen
as basis for this comparison.

3.2. Qualitative Comparison of BSDF Data

The Differential Scattering Function (DSF) can be visualised and qualitatively compared in
projections of the transmission hemisphere or in 2-dimensional sections through the scattering plane.
The latter is defined for transmission in the sample directions qs = 90� to qs = 270� and fs = fi.
Good qualitative accordance is achieved when all relevant features of the scattering characteristic are
represented at similar directions and have similar proportions.

3.3. Comparison Metrics for Directionally Resolved BSDF

The comparison of BSDFs imposes two main challenges. First, to quantify the overall accordance
of two distributions, a global metric has to integrate all observed local deviations into a single value;
Second, to explain the differences between two BSDFs, deviations must be localized and therefore the
directional resolution be maintained.

Among the existing metrics for global accordance over the hemispherical distribution [22,23],
a quality index is proposed for applications in the characterization of light sources [24]:

fA,B = 100
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The metric has been designed to compare measurements of luminaires with different
goniophotometers of identical construction. A perfect match would result in fA,B = 100%. This metric
is symmetric with respect to over- and underestimated values. The metric was selected on account
of this symmetry and adapted as a novel metric for the comparison of BSDFs. Because the original
designation might be misleading in this context, it is henceforth referred to as global accordance ( fA,B).

To complement the global accordance by a metric for the accordance of a pair DSFA, DSFB in
the transmission hemisphere, resolved by direction j, a new metric f j,A,B—referred as local
accordance—is proposed:

f j,A,B = 100
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To relate global accordance to scattering behaviour that is significant for the intended purpose
of the exemplary DRC two integrals are computed: the conical-hemispherical transmittance t2p ,
i.e., the integral of the DSF over all sample directions (total transmission), and the biconical transmission
tw [25] (direct transmission, see Figure 3). The latter was calculated as the integral of the DFS at the
sample directions qs = qi + 180� ± 7� including the part of the collimated beam that is not obstructed
by the sample (for nomenclature see [3,4]).

To quantify the deviations from the simulations to the measurements of conical-hemispherical
transmittance t2p , and biconical transmission tw the percentage error (dA,B) is calculated from
these integrals:

dA,B = 100 ·
����1 �

tA
tB

���� (5)

3.4. Measuring the BSDF of the Production Sample

The scanning goniophotometer setup consists of an illumination system and a robotic arm that
moves a sensor on a virtual sphere (r = 1020 mm) around the sample [10]. A sample holder allows
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How to compare high resolution BSDF data: 
Global and local accordance

16
fn= 0%-100%
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Table 2. Conical-hemispherical transmission for measurements t2p,V1 and simulation results t2p,V2
and t2p,V3.

qi 30� 35� 40� 45� 50�

t2p,V1 0.370 0.339 0.424 0.466 0.479
t2p,V2 0.324 0.317 0.454 0.506 0.539
t2p,V3 0.408 0.348 0.473 0.514 0.522

d2p,V2,V1 13% 6% 7% 9% 13%
d2p,V3,V1 10% 3% 12% 10% 9%

Table 3. Biconical transmission for measurements tw,V1 and simulation results tw,V2 and tw,V3.

qi 30� 35�

tw,V1 0.239 0.085
tw,V2 0.172 0.010
tw,V3 0.272 0.109

dw,V2,V1 28% 88%
dw,V3,V1 14% 28%

4.3. Global and Local Level of Accordance

The level of global accordance fA,B for the models is between 65%–84% except for model V2 at
qi = 35�. It is generally higher for V3 as for V2 (Table 4).

Table 4. Global accordance of models V2 and V3 with the measurements (V1) expressed in fA,B.
The global accordance of the reference beams ( fRB) of the physical and virtual (VGP) illumination
system is given for comparison.

qi 0� 30� 35� 40� 45� 50�

fV2,V1 – 75% 20% 68% 65% 66%
fV3,V1 – 84% 74% 70% 71% 74%

fRB 92% – – – – –

The local accordance f j,A,B is low for the lowest DSF. This extends to the diffuse background
where lower accordance is achieved for lower DSF. Along the ridge the accordance is low in gaps
between peaks in the simulation and at the edges of these peaks (Figure 10c).

5. Discussion

The directionally resolved comparison (Figure 10) shows that the scattering behaviour of the
models (V2, V3) resembles the production sample (V1) in many details while some differences have to
be explained:

• The ridge from redirected light (tS) is continuous in the measurements. In both simulations this
ridge consists of separated peaks. This is a visible effect from the tessellation of the geometric
models: the light is reflected in a few discrete directions depending on the number of surfaces
(Figure 10). Tessellation is challenging for complex optical components of a small scale that leads
to huge magnifications. This challenge is characteristic for DRCs that are meant to be mounted
into double glazing.

• The DSF at the end of the ridge (qs = 90�–130�) in the measurements is lower than the DSF in both
simulations. This is a result of the shadowing from the sample holder (Figure 11).

The range of percentage errors d2p,A,B for conical-hemispherical transmission is similar for
both models (3%–13%). This range is similar to earlier findings (an average of 8%) for a similar
comparison [17].

Local accordance θi = 35°

Global accordance
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Compare high resolution BSDF data: 
More Results
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Abstract: For the systematic development of a small-scale daylight-redirecting louver system the
impact of manufacturing on light scattering characteristics has to be quantified, localized and
understood. In this research, the accordance of the measured scattering distributions of a de-facto
production sample V1 with the computed predictions based on its design geometry V2 are quantified
for selected incident light directions. A metric describing the global accordance of distributions
is adapted to quantify their overall difference. A novel metric of local accordance allows further
analysis. A particular low global accordance between V1 and V2 is found for an incident elevation
qi = 35�. To test the hypothesis that this result can be explained by observed geometric deviations,
a simulation model V3 replicating these is compared to the design. The hypothesis is supported
by the resulting high degree of accordance. The low local accordance for individual outgoing light
directions indicates geometric non-uniformity of the sample V1. This method has been found useful
for product development and quality assurance. Beyond their application in the proposed method,
global and local accordance have potential applications in all fields of light scattering measurements.

Keywords: daylight redirection; BSDF; light scattering; simulation; goniophotometry; manufacturing
deviation; quality assurance

1. Introduction

Side-lit office buildings typically suffer from overly bright perimeter zones and steep light falloff.
Large-area windows lead to high solar gains [1]. Integrated in modern facades (Daylight Redirecting
Components (DRCs)) such as micro-structured films, laser-cut panels, prismatic glazing or specifically
profiled louvers address this problems possibly in combination with low energy glazing and dynamic
sun shading. Daylight Redirecting Components (DRCs) can increase Daylight Autonomy (DA) and
reduce direct sun for energy efficiency. They provide evenly distributed daylight for visual comfort
and prevent glare. They achieve this by retro-reflecting high altitude sunlight to the outside and
redirecting a portion of incoming light to the ceiling thereby illuminating deep zones of the room.
In contrast to artificial lighting, Daylight Redirecting Components (DRCs) provide illumination that is
correlated to the spectral, temporal and spatial dynamics of actual daylight.

Daylight Redirecting Components (DRCs) are complex optical systems with characteristics that are
challenging to plan and design. These characteristics determine the Daylight Redirecting Component
(DRC)’s performance under actual circumstances (local weather, orientation, built environment,
office layout).

Buildings 2016, 3, 30; doi:10.3390/buildings6030030 www.mdpi.com/journal/buildings
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Outlook 

• How important are deviations from production for daylight autonomy or 
glare? 

• Are there alternate metrics? 
• How to compare data with deviating resolution? 
• What is the relation of angular resolution and components size? 
• Further Applications? 
• How to get reliable BSDF for DRCs: repeat measurements, change sample 

size, measure multiple samples? 
• Model the condenser system and optical bench of PG-2: would allow 

smaller beams and focus points. 

• Suggestions?
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Thank you for your attention! 

andreas.noback@architektur.tu-darmstadt.de
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